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ABSTRACT 

What makes pottery a woman’s art? What sets a woman crafter 
apart from the men who practice the same or similar art forms? 
Spirituality, sexuality, social custom, and oral tradition all play a part in 
defining women’s art. But the traditions that accompany these art forms go 
much deeper than the definitions surrounding ‘traditionally defined 
women’s roles’.  

Women potters in tribal cultures have developed specialized 
traditions that have enabled them to step above known cultural standards 
of inheritance, status, and gendered roles. This research examines two 
diverse cultures for similar aspects of pottery traditions and development 
with regard to the specifically delineated role of pottery as women’s work. 

Foreword 

The definitions following were necessary to the development of 
this article and to the understanding of the complexities associated with 
traditional gender roles, values, and relationships between women and the 
cultures to which they belong. In order to research this topic, it was vital 
that all aspects and definitions of the word ‘matriarch’ be examined for 
possible misjudgments in meaning and context. How we use a word is a 
definition in itself and I very much wanted to clearly state from the outset 
that the title; ‘Matriarchal Heritages’ is indeed the correct phrasing for this 
study.  

As defined by The American College Heritage Dictionary 3rd 
Edition (1993) a Matriarch is; “ n. 1. A woman who rules a family, clan, or 
tribe. 2. A woman/women who dominates a group or activity. 3. A highly 
respected mother.” A correct definition to use as this study looks at the 
traditions of pottery making that have been traditionally passed down to the 
succeeding generations of females, whether they be blood born relations, 
female visitors, or female in-laws. Therefore I feel justified in using this 
term to identify such traditions as matriarchal because; a. pottery is 
considered ‘women’s work’ in the cultures examined, b. the relationship 
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between women and the mother goddess is viewed as a possible reason for 
the designation of pottery as women’s work, a divine gift to women, c. the 
skills are passed down through the generations to the women in these 
cultures, d. the elder women potters are highly respected and sought after 
teachers of the craft, hence the propensity for the domination of women in 
this activity among tribal cultures.  

What makes these practices a heritage is the fact that they have 
been preserved, practiced, and implemented largely intact from ancient 
times to the present. It seemed only natural that there be a definition that 
correctly identifies, and defines the established practice of female 
apprenticeship/inheritance that this study details. It was therefore of vital 
importance that a concise, clear definition of what matriarchal traditions 
are and how they relate to the subject matter of this article. In keeping with 
this idea of a matriarchal heritage it is important to understand all the terms 
used in modern language that have the Latin root word ‘Matri’-pref. 
meaning: mother; maternal- as part of the syntax.                                                                                         
 
Introduction 
 

Pottery form and design, touted as traditional woman’s work, has 
been handed down throughout countless generations and in many cultures. 
Of particular note is the tradition of matriarchal heritage, which is 
associated with the pottery of West African and Native American women. 
Although the societies in which these women live and work are based on 
patriarchal lines, according to the research of authors Susan Peterson 
(1997), Margaret Courtney-Clark (1990), Barbara E. Frank (1998), Ellie 
Schimelman (1997), et al; the practice of making pottery has been socially 
and ethnically ingrained in these cultures as a women’s art; and the 
processes of extracting clay from the earth, formation of vessels, and 
decoration of finished works bears striking similarities between the two 
vastly separated cultures.  
 
Thesis 
 

This study will examine the matriarchal traditions of pottery to 
discover how similarities in pottery making techniques could develop along 
independent lines within the patriarchally structured, cultural societies that 
West African and Native American women inhabit. In so doing the issue of 
gender has been adapted from the doctrine of archaeologists Joan Gero and 
Margaret Conkey, Engendering Archaeology (1991), as noted by Brian M. 
Fagan in Ancient North America: The Archaeology of a Continent 3rd 
edition (2000). Fagan notes that Gero and Conkey see the issue of gender in 
archaeology with “growing importance,” with Fagan stating that, “only 
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recently have [archaeologists] turned their attention to the complex issue of 
gender and gender relations, a promising avenue of new research, that deals 
with the ideology of gender, with [gender] roles and gender relations,” 
(Fagan 65). Briefly stated, gender will be examined not as sex but as it is 
“socially and culturally constructed,” (Fagan 65). 
 
Examining the History of Women’s Pottery 
 

It has been a long held tradition in tribal society that pottery is the 
domain of women. How did this traditional role become assigned to 
women?  Is it because of the connection between the Mother Goddess and 
women’s traditional standing as the vessel of life? What are the factors that 
led to the establishment of traditions in women’s pottery and how have 
these traditions survived the traumatic changes to tribal life and society? 
 
Birth of a Legacy 
 

It has been widely accepted that the Jomon civilization (c.15, 000 – 
300 B.C.E.) one of the earliest know peoples to inhabit the islands of Japan, 
is regarded by scholars worldwide as the earliest known creators of pottery 
and one of the first examples of pottery that is thought to have been made 
exclusively by women; this is according to Marilyn Stockstad editor of ‘Art 
History’ (Abrams, 1996) and Penelope Mason, author of ‘The History of 
Japanese Art’ (Abrams 1993). Stockstad and Mason also assert in the 
‘Women’s Prehistoric Jomon Pottery Web Page’ (2001) that “pottery was 
made by women, as was the practice in most early societies,” (excerpt from 
‘Art History’-Women’s Prehistoric 2). This theory of early women potters 
is in accord with the assumption of a spiritual connection between the 
Mother Goddess and the relationship between nature and humans. This 
spiritual connection can also be seen in the Native American traditions 
which is according to resent research by C. Loring Brace of the Museum of 
Anthropology at the University of Michigan, as reported in Paul Recer’s 
‘Scientist comes up with latest Bering Straits theory’ News from Indian 
Country, (Nov. 2001). Recer states that Native Americans can possibly 
attribute physical descent from the Jomon-Ainu peoples. In West African 
traditions, particularly the regions of the former kingdoms of Ghana, Mali, 
and Songhay, the spiritual connect may be seen in varying degrees as 
described by Courtney-Clark (1990) and René S. Wassing in ‘African Art: 
It’s Backgrounds and Traditions’ (1968). In addition, many paleolithic 
cultures of the Sumer region exhibit a spiritual connection to pottery as 
well. Sumer culture in some texts reveals Merlin Stone in When God was a 
Woman (1993), claim that it was “the Goddess Nidaba in Sumer who was 
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paid honor as the one who initially invented clay tablets and the art of 
writing,” (Stone 3). 

Research to date has found many examples of prehistoric clay 
figurines, all of which seem to depict women as vivacious, amply 
proportioned, and big breasted ‘mother types’. This lends credence to the 
assertions of Stone that women were at one time revered as sub-deities of 
the great Mother Goddess. According to Stone, women were praised for 
their life giving abilities, and their responsibility for the propagation of 
plants as food and medicinals, and as the primary providers of child rearing 
(Stone 1993). Barbara Frank also alludes to the child rearing connection 
between pottery production and women’s roles in her work, Mande Potter’s 
& Leather Workers: Art and Heritage in West Africa (1998). Frank 
propounds that “the complex identity of Bamana women potters as 
numumusow; (an offshoot of the male role of blacksmith-sculptor)”, shows 
nuances of the parent-child relationship in the context of the craft. Women 
as crafters/mothers are entrusted with “the most dangerous of operations in 
turning clay/child into vessel/adult,” (Frank 156). Franks observations 
appear to further support the claims of Stone that a spiritual and natural 
connection exists for the propagation of women as creator = mother which 
could have factored in their acquisition of the role of potters.    

Stone and others have laid the foundation for this assumed identity 
of the potter as creator = mother, lending weight to the argument for the 
establishment of a matriarchal heritage that is deeply ingrained in the 
spiritual traditions of the women potters of both Native American and West 
African descent. However, development of culture; both gender-specific 
and regional, and socio-economic factors must also be examined. This 
concept will be explored further in examining the spiritual aspect of women 
as potters. 
  The spiritual connections of women as potters aside, it is assumed that 
many anthropologists are correct and that the formation of pottery was an 
accidental discovery, perhaps made when a women left a woven basket 
lined with clay too near a cooking fire where it chanced to burn off the 
plant material, leaving the fire hardened clay shaped as the basket that it 
had lined. It is possible that upon notice of such an ‘accident’ the primitive 
peoples of the area may have assumed that this innovation was a gift of 
knowledge from the mother goddess to women, her vessels of life on earth. 
Jomon (meaning literally “cord markings”) pottery may have been an 
accidental discovery much as many prehistoric innovations were, yet was it 
a natural innovation for women to be the potters?  The Jomon also made 
clay figurines of women but research by Stockstad and Mason (pp. 4) show 
that the Jomon Venii were made from around (10,500 – 300 B.C. E.) while 
the earliest pottery vessels only date back to around (10,000 B.C. E.). So 
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what is the connection between women and clay that makes pottery a 
woman’s art form? 
 
Diagram 1:  adapted from Women’s Prehistoric Jomon Pottery Web Page 
[Stockstad and Mason] 
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Image 1: Elaborately edged
ceramic pot; Middle Jomon
Period (2500 – 1500 B.C.E.),
Women’s Prehistoric Jomon
Pottery Page (2001)
[Stockstad and Mason] 
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posterior shape, and are armless. Major differences include inclusion/lack 
of facial features and breast size. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

       
    Image 2a                 Image 2b 

 
Image 2a: Venus of Wilendorf (c. 28,000 – 50 B.C.E.), 
http://witcombe.sbc.edu/willendorf/willendorfdiscovery.html 
(Retrieved: 2002.11.18) 
 
Image 2b: Jomon Dogu (c. 10,500 – 300 B.C.E.) Women’s Prehistoric 
Jomon Pottery Web Page (2001) [Stockstad and Mason] 
 
 
Vessels of Life: The Domain of the Wife 
 

Some Jomon clay vessels had a decidedly feminine shape. 
Stockstad and Mason state that much of early Jomon pottery may have 
been used as cooking vessels, storage jars and water jars. All of which are 
tools used for tasks that would have been performed by women. This leads 
to a natural assumption that pottery utensil making would be an extension 
of the female tasks within the community. This theory explains the 
continuation of pottery as an extension of women’s tasks in West African 
and Native American cultures today.  

As the Jomon are assumed to have been a rather settled, pre-
agricultural society, they would have naturally had the leisure to develop 
their pottery making methods, adapting various designs and ascetic 
elements to enhance the pottery of individual groups within the whole 
society. Stockstad and Mason believe that “the Jomon reached a high 
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degree of creativity around (2500 – 1500 B.C.E.),”(Women’s Prehistoric 
4). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By this time the pottery is shown to have advanced incised corded 
markings of various depths and designs. These designs are similar to the 
highly stylized coiffures of the Jomon dogu, possibly identifying a 
particular female crafter within a family group or tribe. This would lead one 
to assume that one emphasis of pottery making at this time began leaning to 
the establishment of signature styles of formation, and ascetic values 
among the various tribal clans.  
 
Established Female Traditions 
 

After centuries of cultural changes, and technological advances 
impacting the development of the potter’s craft among tribal women, they 
have established themselves in the role of pottery maker, to the extent of 
traditionalizing the concepts, ideology, and spirituality of the craft. Men are 
not encouraged to practice making pottery in West African tribal culture as 
observed by Schimelman (1997) and Frank (1998), and until recently 
Native American men like Cliff Roller ‘Art of the Southwest: Pottery by 
Cliff Roller-Cliff Roller on Firing Roller Family Pottery’ (Retrieved 
2001.5.30) grandson of Margaret Tafoya, famed Native American pueblo 
potter, and Steven Lucas, Hopi potter ‘Art of the Southwest: Pottery by 
Steve Lucas-Steve Lucas on Making Pottery’ (Retrieved 2001.5.30), 
showed little interest in carrying on the traditions of their mothers. This 
lack of tradition by men aided in firmly imbedding the traditions and role of 

 

Image 3: Jomon pot (10,500 – 300
B.C.E.)  Women’s Prehistoric Jomon
Pottery Web Page (2001) 
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pottery making among tribal societies as a woman’s art. Both Roller and 
Lucas explain how they learned to make pottery from their grandmother’s. 
They started out by helping them dig the clay, gathering materials for firing 
the finished pottery pieces, and then watching their grandmother’s make the 
pottery (Art of the Southwest-Cliff Roller/Steve Lucas; no pp.). 

Gender Roles are a defining factor in the relationship between 
women and the pottery they make. Just as a pot is expanded or reduced 
based on the function that pot will serve, a woman’s place in her cultural 
society is expanded or reduced based on the roles she serves within her 
family and tribal structure. Tribal women gain prestige and status based on 
their family affiliations, their ability to bear children, and their ability to 
provide for their families. Growing food, weaving cloth and making pottery 
that can be sold at market; and their status as wife, mother, daughter, 
grandmother also define their place in their particular society. Courtney-
Clark (1990), Frank (1998) and Schimelman (1997) ascribe that in Western 
Africa, many cultures define women’s roles as that of family care taker, 
food / income provider, and child rearer.  

Even the mud houses of West African women are reflective of 
women’s pottery and a woman’s place in the society. Margaret Courtney-
Clark’s ‘The African Canvas: The Art of West African Women’ (1990) 
explains that the relationship women and dwelling areas play is an integral 
piece of the social structure of the family unit. “The diga or “woman’s 
dwelling space” defines her personal realm. The size and number of pots 
and calabashes (a staple crop for most tribes) which are symbolized in the 
incised wall patterns, reflect a woman’s ability to support a family, her 
status, prestige and reproductive powers”, (Courtney-Clark- 139).  (See 
Image 4.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 4: “Woman Decorating a
Diga” Courtney-Clark, Margaret.
African Canvas: Art of West
African Women, New York,
Rizzoli International Publishers,
Inc.,   1990 
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This would explain why women are still the chief potters in these 
societies. This is a role that is in a large part due to the specific delineation 
of gender roles. Gender roles as defined by Fagan, constitute a much 
broader issue than  “pots are made by women”, (Fagan 65). Fagan states 
that, “ Gender is socially and culturally constructed,” (Fagan 65). In 
assuming that pottery is just an extension of the ‘normal’ tasks of women 
without identifying the cultural implications for women to become potters 
would constitute a grievous error.   

It was observed by Frank that in Mande society both female potters 
and male leather workers share a “special social status apart from the 
majority of the population, stemming from a localized valuation of the 
artistry and creativity of it’s crafters,” (Frank 152). Frank further states that 
an in depth analysis of this consistent and complex system of crafter status 
within the normal tribal social status denotes a set traditional pattern that is 
so socially ingrained in the framework of the culture that the original 
origins of the system may never be defined (Frank 152). This is an 
indication of how a cultural choice, perhaps intended to place a value on the 
contributions of tribal members, has evolved into a cultural tradition replete 
with advantages for women far and above their normal standings as wives 
and mothers. It could be viewed that the continuation of the craft of potter 
is also reflective of a conscious decision on the part of the women to 
maintain their added status. This is in light of the impact of trade and the 
introduction of plastics and metal ware from western technology. It can be 
assumed that the overall need to produce pottery for food storage and water 
jars is rapidly diminishing. 

Why the traditions and skills are still passed down through female 
lines in Mande Maninka, and Bamana cultures is perplexing at best when 
one considers the impact of Islamic doctrine on trading practices in West 
African societies, as well as European colonization and slavery. Frank 
reports that these factors are among “the major themes of West African 
history” and that all “artists were certainly affected by the economic and 
political fortunes of the great states that rose and fell in the Sudan, just as 
they were by the religious and social changes wrought by the spread of 
Islam,” (Frank 16). Frank does go on to expound on several causes of the 
“shift in gender roles” of women that were deeply influenced by the spread 
of Islam and its restrictions on women in trading and traveling. Islamic 
doctrine, “excluded women from certain artistic processes, [and aided] the 
shifts from nomadic to sedentary lifestyles, and [along with the fact] that 
leather working and textile production and dyeing, originally women’s 
work, was virtually relegated to men [are] due to these same restrictions,” 
(Frank 17). Frank also firmly states that these shifts in cultural trends do 
not “take into account that with few exceptions, women [still] hold a virtual 
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monopoly on ceramic production throughout the Mande Heartland and the 
Inland Niger Delta regions,” (Frank 17). 

When examining the same question from the Native American 
perspective, it can be seen how Western European and Spanish Colonial 
influences in trading, religion, and enculturalization along with an 
intermingling of the escaped slave cultures has impacted the gender roles 
and pottery production of the Pueblo societies as noted by Susan Peterson, 
‘Pottery by American Indian Women: The Legacy of Generations’ (1997).   

The societal structures of West African and Native American 
women share some distinct characteristics in common. Women have very 
few political rights or involvement in the day to day running of tribal 
governments, even though Native American and West African women 
contribute greatly to the income and prestige of their societies through their 
pottery businesses. They still endure patriarchal domination such as “the 
fact that women still have no vote in most Indian societies, [and the men] 
are in charge of tribal religion, [and] men constitute the tribal council, make 
the laws, and determine community and individual behavior,” (Peterson 
15). 

For West African women, the restrictions trickle down through the 
levels of tribal society. From headman to elders to family groups to 
husbands and in some cases to senior wives, giving women many ‘masters’ 
to report to (Wassing 1968). Wassing comments on the multi-layered 
microcosm that defines the intricate relationship between the family groups, 
clans and tribes of African tribal life, and states that age groups, secret 
societies, legal power, and state procedures all play significant roles in 
delegating authority amid each group and the various sub-cultures 
(Wassing 113). Initiations and coming of age rites also determine an 
individuals place and function within each group and culture. There is still 
a strong adherence to caste systems among many African tribes, which is 
perpetuated in part by the strict teachings of Islamic doctrine and the 
ethnically determined laws of established state regimes (Wassing 1968). In 
addition, tribal society imparts strong restrictions and ritual standards on 
pottery production. 
 
Traditional Religious Beliefs and Practices: Taboos, and Prohibitions 
on Women Potters 
 
 Both West African and Native American cultures have specific 
beliefs and religious practices and taboos that surround the making of 
pottery by women. Among West Africans, these traditions extend to the 
owning of the pottery as well. Courtney-Clark notes that deep spiritual and 
ritual values are attached to pottery making and the worship of ancestors. 
She states that, “Sacrifices are made before certain pots are fired, such as 
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those used for storing medicinal herbs,”(Courtney-Clark 128). James F. 
Downs, ‘The Navajo’ (1984) observed that the elaborate use of rituals is 
also a prevalent trait in Native American pottery traditions. He quotes 
anthropologist Harry Tschopik regarding the use of rituals in Navajo 
traditions and everyday life stating, “The manufacture of various tools and 
utensils is accompanied by often elaborate ritual,” (Downs 98). Tschopik 
has suggested, “that one reason that the Navajo so quickly abandoned 
native handmade utensils and tools such as baskets, pottery, saddles, and so 
on is that the ritual involved had become too elaborate and time-consuming, 
and when alternatives appeared in the form of manufactured goods, they 
were quickly accepted,” (Downs-Tschopik ‘Daily Activities’ 98). 
 Tschopik expounds that such ritual and restrictive measures in the 
daily making and use of tools and utensils had a deeply esoteric 
connotation. The Navajo accompanied all aspects of life with rituals 
designed to prevent harm from occurring to the people, and family units. 
Rituals were used to promote health, as a proof that tools would work 
correctly, and to prevent witchcraft from being directed at individuals. Not 
necessarily used to control, rituals and the tight restrictive atmosphere were 
meant to preserve the Navajo society from danger, disease, and outside 
forces (Downs 1984). 
  Peterson also postulates that the strictures upon Native American 
women have relaxed in some areas of pottery making in modern tribal 
society. This has instigated an avant-garde movement among many 
contemporary Indian women artists who do not feel obliged to dig clay 
when commercial supplies are readily available. Modern technological 
items such as electric wheels and gas kilns also make it easier to mass 
produce traditional forms of Native American pottery for the growing 
tourist trade (Peterson 20-22). Courtney-Clark however affirms that many 
West African taboos are still enforced today. Among which are prohibitions 
against pregnant and menstruating women making pottery and prohibiting 
women whose families have experienced a recent death from producing 
pots.  In each culture however, when pottery is made for some specific 
religious purpose it is necessary for the clay, the woman who will make the 
pot, and the pot itself to be purified and blessed by the priest or Medicine 
men. In some West African area “where clay is found are sometimes 
associated with the ancestors and must be ‘bestowed’ by a priestess. Ritual 
pots are used for making sacrifices to the gods, and pots for funeral rites are 
elaborate ‘sculptures’ bearing the portraits of the deceased,” (Courtney-
Clark 128).  (See Image 5.) 
 Hence the care with which these pots are made. For West Africans 
who adhere to ancestor cults, anything that is associated with the spirit of 
the deceased is sacred and important to that person’s journey into the next 
life, and to the well being of the family. Courtney-Clark also states that 
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burials and no appeasement by family members. Courtney-Clark expounds 
on this adherence to ancient tried and true spiritual practices stating, “Over 
and above the economic value of pottery, a certain number of traditional 
beliefs and rituals are attached to the significance of making and owning 
pots,” (Courtney-Clark 128).  
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godmother, thus lending further evidence in support of a spiritual 
connection between women and pottery production.  

A similar vessel; called a garigulèti or chicken watering pot, is 
made by the Bamana potters of Mali and the Manika potters of eastern 
Gambia. Used for a less prestigious purpose, it is a prime example of the 
remarkable similarities in pottery form and design between the two cultures 
(Frank 23). Such similarities may have a connection stemming from the 
integration of West African pottery forms with those of the Native 
Americans during the period in American History when escaping black 
slaves sought refuge among the Native American tribes of the southeast. 
These forms could very well have been brought west to mingle with the 
pottery traditions of the Southwest Native Americans when such groups as 
the Black Seminoles, Cherokee, and others traveled along the ‘Trail of 
Tears’ to reservations in the southwestern United States. This would 
constitute a direct effect of enculturation within the two groups, while 
Western-trading practices indirectly aided in the creation of a market for 
the pottery of both groups.  

 
Socio-Economic Structures: Influenced by Western and Islamic 
Trading Practices  

 
Economic structures in West African tribal culture are based on 

hunting, fishing and agricultural growth, as well as the manufacture and 
sale of indigenous trade goods, prepared animal hides and in some cases 
illegal procurement of hides and tusks from endangered animals. With the 
exception of agricultural growth, women have been excluded from most 
trading practices due to Islamic restrictions as previously stated, and by the 
closely guarded societal boundaries imposed upon them by family and clan 
groups. Cloth making and pottery production were at one time limited to 
clan compounds and rarely traded to Western Europeans (Wassing 1968). 
At one time, missionaries and traders exchanged glass beads, metal 
utensils, factory-produced cloth and weapons for animal hides, gold and 
slaves. Pottery made by women and used mainly by indigenous inhabitants 
for water and food storage was large and difficult to transport before 
Western settlers brought in roads and introduced motorized vehicles 
(Wassing 1968).  However, West African and Native American women 
both contribute to the economic growth of their communities through the 
sale of their pottery. 

Since pottery is considered a woman’s domain it is a logical 
occurrence that women would use this craft to also provide a source of 
income for their families. In this way it is also possible for a woman to 
fulfill several of the many roles she holds. By making an excess of 
functional pottery that can be used for storage and cooking, she can provide 
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necessary implements for her family’s use as well as a salable product for 
market. This ability adds prestige to the woman’s husband also and 
increases his standing with the men of his tribe, when his compound is well 
run, children are well cared for, and his wife/wives are productive income 
providers (Courtney-Clark 1990).  

As noted by Ellie Schimelman, author of web article ‘In Ghana, 
Pottery is Women’s Work’ (1997), The Mpraeso village relies on the 
pottery business of it’s women potters as a reliable source of economic 
stability for the community. “ The black, unadorned grinding bowls are 
sold in outdoor markets and along roadsides all over the country,” 
(Schimelman 5). The money is vital to the support of the community and 
benefits the children most as a large part of the profits are used to send 
them to schools for basic education and in some cases on to gain training in 
specialized fields. “One woman’s son was in medical school in Boston,” 
Schimelman explains, pondering whether her own earnings as a potter in 
Boston would ever be enough to put someone through medical school. She 
goes on to state that although fragile, the pottery is inexpensive to purchase 
and shipping to the markets can be done personally, through a middleman, 
or by bus service, the pottery trade is a brisk one. “The outdoor markets are 
huge and market women earn a lot of money,” (Schimelman 5).  

West African pottery, while mostly confined to the various ethnic 
groups and women’s compounds, is considered a great economic staple for 
each community. Since most pottery is of a functional design, it is used by 
women for trade within the community as well as with outside markets. 
The income generated not only reinforces a woman’s role as family 
provider, it also lends weight to her autonomy as a crafter and role model 
for her society.  The income allows women to participate in the growth of 
the community, when pooled such income has been used to pay for new 
wells to be dug, the purchase of livestock, material, and tools for planting, 
not to mention food stuffs not readily available from area agricultural 
growth (Schimelman 1997).   

Women may have realized the economic potential of pottery due to 
the interest of early anthropologists and the growth of tourism. Roads and 
vehicles allowed West African women the mobility to bring their pottery to 
distant markets and enabled them to practice limited trading with distant 
villages and westerners. Utilitarian pieces that are highly decorated and 
long lasting are still prized by collectors and local inhabitants alike. As 
West African women’s pottery reaches higher levels of aesthetic perfection 
however, the demands for light-weight metal ware, plastics and western 
mass produced goods is causing a marked decline in the demand for hand 
made utilitarian pottery (Wassing 1968). 

Yet, as the demands for pottery in West African culture are 
declining, the opposite is true of Native American women’s pottery. More 
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popular than ever, the interest in Southwest Native American pottery is 
making a tremendous contribution to the economic stability of Pueblo 
Indians. Tourism and Internet trading have also greatly aided in the 
marketing of Native American pottery. Such artists as Nancy Youngblood 
Lugo, Margaret Tafoya, Maria Ortiz and the legendary Dextra Nampeyo 
are considered the matriarchs of the southwestern pottery movement. They 
exemplify the matriarchal heritage of a rediscovered art form that had all 
but died out in Native American culture due to assimilation and forced 
migrations during the settlement of the United States by Western 
Europeans (Peterson 1998).  
 
Preserving the Past Using Present Technology 
 

Modern technology and free market trading practices have made 
pottery making an industrial operation capable of producing mass amounts 
of cookie-cutter tableware in a short period of time. Yet the slow 
production traditions passed down through the women potters in tribal 
society have helped to bridge the gap between the preservation of 
traditional ways and the financial burdens of modern living. West African 
women potters have demonstrated that with a little effort, ancient practices 
in firing techniques can be adapted to meet the demands of the modern day 
market.  

Courtney-Clark observed that women in remote areas of West 
Africa can and do fire enormous quantities of pottery using primitive firing 
techniques. Although each pot is made individually, and by hand, they are 
mass-produced and fired. Allowing for breakages during firing, and 
transporting, a village can produce upwards of 150 – 200 pots per firing 
(Courtney-Clark 1990). In areas where women only get to the markets once 
or twice a month, this is an excellent example of how supply and demand 
works in agricultural communities. These useful skills have been adapted 
from modern technology for use in West Africa’s vast rural regions where 
electricity is still virtually unavailable. 
 
Teaching the Next Generation 
 

Both Native American women and men are striving to continue the 
pottery legacy of Nampeyo. The efforts of artists like Roxanne Swentzell, 
Nora Noranjo-Morse and others are ensuring that the traditions of their 
mothers and grandmothers remain vital components of tribal life, customs 
and economic structures, “These women represent over one hundred years 
of strong tradition of Indian pottery making”, (Peterson 13). Cliff Roller 
and Steven Lucas are ensuring that these traditions continue by teaching the 
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techniques to others as they were taught by their grandmothers (Art of the 
Southwest).  

West African women continue to practice their pottery skills and 
traditions intact including the exclusion of men from making pottery, but 
welcome women from around the world who come to them for instruction 
(Courtney-Clark 1990). This lends hope that even though the traditions and 
skills of women’s pottery are endangered, they will continue in some form.   
              
The Future Role of Women’s Pottery  
 

The matriarchal traditions of pottery making among tribal societies 
have created a sense of autonomy for women in these cultures. The strong 
traditions, skills and practices of pottery making that has identified this art 
form as ‘women’s work’, has allowed West African and Native American 
women to carve their own niche in their societies as crafters and business 
women. They have brought prestige and income to their tribes and families 
(Courtney-Clark 1990). Their works have been recognized for technique, 
aesthetic value and utility (Peterson 1998). The skills they pass down and 
side-to-side are useful for instilling history, and work ethics in younger 
generations. Yet Western and Islamic trading influences and environmental 
changes continually impact West African and Native American women’s 
pottery.  

Many of the natural clay bodies and plants used for coloring are 
threatened by environmental changes to the land and over harvesting. 
Contemporary Native American women are increasingly turning to 
manufactured clay bodies, colorants, and firing technologies in order to 
meet increasing demands for pottery (Peterson 1998). West African women 
struggle with the demands for mass-produced goods, which are lightweight, 
cheaper to make and easily transported to markets. The traditions of women 
as potters is increasing among Native American Women, while the 
traditional skills associated with their pottery forms are in danger of dying 
out. These are all indications that West African and Native American 
women’s pottery traditions are far from stable. While each group shares 
common pottery forms, techniques, and taboos concerning the making of 
pottery, modern technology and environmental changes are threatening the 
continuation of traditional skills, and production.    

Where West African and Native American women’s pottery 
traditions go from here is primarily up to the women themselves. Each 
group stands at the crossroads of economic, cultural and political changes 
within their respective societies. Women in West African and Native 
American cultures are becoming increasingly aware of their rights as 
women, crafters, and human beings and as political leaders. The income 
generated by their pottery is enabling them to send their children to better 
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schools, build roads, provide better sources of nutrition and health care for 
their families, and empowering these women with a sense of self worth and 
some autonomy within their male dominated societies. All are important 
steps towards equality. It is therefore vitally important that the knowledge 
of women’s pottery making remain alive among these two diverse groups. 
 
Conclusion 
 

We must re-examine the roles of women potters as crafters and 
artisans in the new Millennium. As we rediscover wonderful examples of 
our rich past, which we try to incorporate into our all encompassing 
present, we must also endeavor to pass our heritages on to future 
generations. Not just the technical aspects of how the pottery was made, but 
the reasons why it was made. We must endeavor to find the social 
implications and impacts on the societies whose potters are women. We 
must question the moral implications of denying women a vital productive 
role in society and how those denials have and will continue to have far-
reaching social and cultural repercussions. We must continue to examine 
who made the pottery and how it was and is used in and by a culture. We 
must also look toward the preservation of these heritages as they are 
encompassed by the technology of today.  

The matriarchal traditions of pottery, steeped in history, folklore, 
spirituality, and social custom are representative of matriarchal social 
norms that have not succumbed to the advocation and advancement of 
patriarchal regimes, they have always worked alongside and with each 
other to strengthen the social organization of specific cultures. They are not 
hidden. They operate and function according to time-honored conventions. 
Far from debilitating and confining women in menial roles, these practices 
serve to elevate and establish women in their own rights as businesswomen, 
artisans, revered teachers, and contributors to their individual societies.  
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